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The cure for the common mani!Black Lace. Summer Citrus. Hot Pink Zebra. Get ready for nails that

will get you noticed!Catherine Rodgers, creator of the popular nail art YouTube Channel Totally

Cool Nails, shares her secrets in DIY Nail Art. Packed with easy-to-follow instructions and helpful

tips for recreating Catherine's stunning looks, you can create one-of-a-kind nail art designs without

ever stepping inside a nail salon.Inside this colorful guide to all things nails, you'll find seventy-five

eye-catching designs including never-before-seen styles like Argyle, Light Burst, and Spiderweb

Nails.Complete with step-by-step photographs so you can nail your look every time, DIY Nail Art will

have you saying goodbye to the nail salon--and hello to fashion-forward nails at home!
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This book is exactly what I had been looking for to help my 12 year old daughter take her nail

designs to the next level. I bought her this book, a set of brushes, and her first set of dotting tools for

Christmas. She was THRILLED. She has been able to recreate designs from this book and is very

proud of herself for doing so (as am I).

I bought this as a gift, i like the easy steps and simple illustration. This is a perfect book for

beginners.

I'm a veteran professional nail technician, but I never got into much art. I'm seeing now that even

the most conservative women now like a little nail art, even if it's just on one nail. Well, this book



shows you how to make basic shapes to create designs. This is great the the novice nail artist.

I am new to the nail art world and love how easy the step-by-step instructions are to follow! Im

enjoying the learning process a lot more!

This book is pretty cool, however some of the designs just seem to be repeated using different

colors. Like, a tiger and then a tiger with purple on it. they differ slightly but overall kinda the same.

Seems like even on the different designs they just have repeating patterns, like a section with

stripes and one with cheetah, then the next one is cheetah with dots, then the next is dots with

stripes. so overall, i'd probably not get it for anyone and if i had known there were so many of the

kind of same, i wouldn't have bought it myself.

This is the BEST book for Nail Art! Super-cute designs, and complete explanations that are perfect

for beginners or people who have been doing nail art for a while.

my daughter started each day taking a design out of the book and dressing up her nails. some she's

stuck with and will keep in her design rotation. some she's edited to make easier. all in all this book

is wonderful tutorial.

I like this book its easy and fun to follow but the "looks" in the book are kind a of kid like not adult. I

was looking to use it as a reference and it really does help showing you step by step nail art. but

some pictures she didn't clean her nails after so there is excess nail paint around the nail just one of

my pet peeves. Overall the book does show you step by step that is user friendly. My nieces love it

so it does its part!
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